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Locational / Spatial Approach to study Human Geography 

 

In human geography, the new approach became known as “locational” or “spatial analysis” or, to some, 

“spatial science.” The hallmark of many geographical writings appears to be the concern for the 

description and explanation of location and distribution of phenomena on the earth’s surface. In 1964 F. 

Lukerman observed the “The geographer’s purpose is to understand man’s experience in place” and that 

he investigates “the fact of the area, the knowledge of the world as it exists in places.” 

 According to Kelvin Cox (1976), modernized this approach and expressed it as follows: “In a 

world of spatial interdependence……..locally experienced environmental dependencies lose their 

rationale: men relate less and less to the land on which they stand and more and more to socially created 

geographical patterns over a much wider area” 

 According to Peter Haggett (1965), focused on locational analysis and network models in human 

geography. He has identified six main components of a spatial system, each subject to the operation of 

spatial laws. 

 Another Geographer Allen K. Philbrick (1957) attempted an identification of the principles of area 

functional organization which hinges on the basic postulate: “Human occupancy is focal in character.” 

Geographer R. J. Johnston (1986) in his book’s “On Human Geography” told that “Space is central to 

the organization of societies” and “Spatial components characterize most human projects.” 
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Environmental Approach (Environmental Determinism or 

Determinism) to study Human Geography 

 
It has been the recurrent approach in human geography since its very inception but the grounds of debate 

have changed substantially. Its extreme views are reflected in environmental determinism concerned with 

man-land fixation. In the earlier stage it considered man subordinate to nature and attempted to explain its 

control on all human activities, physiological, economic, social, political and even moral. But later on the 

ground shifted to a holistic/ synthetic approach to strike a balance between man and land, K. J. Gregory 

(1981) “focus on the interaction between physical environment and human response.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.: Approaches to the Study of Man – Environment Relationships. 

 

In geography environmentalism refers to the view that man’s activities are strongly 

conditioned or even determined by his biophysical environment. Hippocrates, the founder of 

determinism in Human Geography, was born in 460 B.C. Discussion on determinism, Hippocrates 

writes in his On Airs, Waters and Places about the easy going life of the Asiatic endowed by nature 

with very favorable physical environmental and compares them with those of European countries, 

with a hard hand of nature upon them. He also contributes the slackness of the Asiatic and the hard 

working nature of the Europeans of northern regions as consequent upon their respective physical 

environments.  
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According to him the hard life and greater working capacity of the mountain dwellers and 

the easy-going life and lower standards of work performed by the residents of the dry lowlands 

has a direct relationship with their respective environments. He described the influence of natural 

habitat on the people. For example, because the climate of Europe is more variable than that of 

Asia-as known to Hippocrates – “The physique of Europeans varies more than that of Asians.” 

The same reasoning applies also to character. “In such a (European) climate arise wildness, 

unsociability and spirit. For the frequency shocks to the mind impart wildness, destroying tameness 

and gentleness.” 

Aristotle repeated the generalization about national character and added the political 

element; “The nations inhabiting the cold places and those of Europe are full of spirit but somewhat 

deficient in intelligence and skill, so that they continue comparatively free, but lacking in political 

organization and capacity to rule their neighbors. 

Emphasizing the close impact of environmental factors, a French determinist, J. Bodin, in 

the second half of the sixteenth century, characterized the people of north lands as “brutal, cruel 

and enterprising: those of the south as vengeful cunning m but gifted with the capacity for 

separating truth from falsehood.” 

Montesquieu has also been much influenced by the environmental factors as the molder of 

human character. People in cold countries are stronger physically, more courageous, frank less 

cunning than of the south who are like old man timorous, weak in body indolent and passive. He 

has specifically laid down the governing influence upon climate.  

According to Montesquieu, “Island people are more jealous of their liberties than those of 

the continents. Islands are commonly of small extent; on part of the people cannot be so easily 

employed to oppress the  other, the sea separates them from great empires; tyranny cannot so well 

support itself within a small compass; conquerors are stopped by the sea, and the islanders being 

without the reach of their arms more easily preserve their own laws.” 

Alexander Von Humboldt, in his travels through Europe, Asia and the America, was 

motivated by the “earnest endeavor to comprehend the phenomena of physical objects in their 

general connection, and to represent nature as great whole, moved by internal forces.” 

The last exponent to determinism was Miss. C. Semple. She was the follower of her master 

– F. Ratzel. Man, be it noted, according to Miss Semple is a “product of the earth’s surface and 

everywhere the hand of nature is upon us.” Man is a product of the earth’s surface. It means not 

merely that he is a child of the earth, dust of her dust; “but that he earth has mothered him, fed 

him, set him tasks, directed his thoughts, confront him with difficulties that have strengthened his 

body and sharpened his wits, give him his problems of navigation or irrigation, and at the same 

time whispered hints for their solution. She has entered into his bone and tissue, into his mind and 

soul. On the mountains she has given him leg muscles of iron to climb the slope; along the coast 

she has left these weak and flabby, but given him instead vigorous development of chest and arm 

to handle his paddle or oar. In the river valley she attaches him to the fertile soil, circumscribes his 

ideas and ambitions by a dull round of calm, exacting duties and narrows his outlook to the 

cramped borazon of his farm. Upon the wide-swept plateaus in the boundless stretch of the 

grasslands and the waterless tracts of the desert, where he roams with his flocks from pasture to 

pasture and oasis to oasis, where life knows much hardship but escape the grind of drudgery, where 

the watching of grazing herd gives him leisure for contemplation and the wide ranging life a big 
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horizon, his ideas take on a certain gigantic simplicity, religion become monotheism, God becomes 

one, unrivalled like the sand of the desert and the grass of the steppe, stretching on an don without 

break or change. 

In the olden days the continents of the world were partly explored by slow degrees as man 

became bolder and more and more adventurous. As the sailing vessels developed gradually more 

and more people went out further and further in search of unknown lauds. Explored after explorer 

discovered new lands and new places which enriched the geographer’s knowledge’s Fort while 

new lands and new surface features were being discovered by travelers and surveyors, the  scientist 

was discovering in his laboratory laws of nature applied to interpret the geographical facts, thus 

giving rise to the “casual study” in geography.   

Determinism, as propounded by early geographers and historians, was not wholly accepted, 

however, by their contemporaries. Schulte in particular denied such an emphasis in his work, Die 

Ziele der Geographic des Menschen, Munich 1906, “What we desire is …….limitation in the 

subject matter and objectivity in the observation,” He suggested that Human Geography should 

aim at the recognition of the form an arrangement of the earth bound phenomena as far as they are 

perceptible to he senses.” 

Goudie has come up with a poser…….’not only are the pressures posed on the environment 

by man becoming greater rather than less as time goes on, but the pressures posed on man by the 

environment are also not necessarily diminishing……. Who is the more dependent on his 

environment? The Kalahari Bushman who can find food and water in a hostile environment, or the 

city dweller who could only last for a few days if his supplies of food and water were to be 

disrupted. According to Geographer A. S. Goudie (1982) says that “The world is still a hazardous 

place, man is affected by his climatic environment ….. Human health is related to environmental 

conditions, climatic change is a threat to human welfare, environmental influences cannot be 

denied.”  
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Resource Approach to study Human Geography 

This is one of the popular approaches of study of Human Geography that attempts to study the resource 

of the different geographical region where people are live in a country, a continent or the world as a whole. 

In 1953 the America a scholar, Prof. E.W. Zimmermann wrote a book “world Resources and Industries” 

and defined resources and estimated the mutual relations between industries and resources. As the needs 

of men increased the scope of resources widened, this area was at determined with the help of other 

sciences and study of the utility of all the actions and resources of man was made under approaches, man 

considered if helpful in his cultural or scientific progress. 

 According to Dudley Stamp, “involves consideration of the geographical and other factors which 

influence man’s productivity, but only in limited depths, so far as they are connected with production and 

trade.” 

 Human resource is the most precious of all resources. Mani is thy producer of resources on one 

hand, and simultaneously, consumer of resources. In this context. Prof. Zimmermann has remarked :”As 

an agent of production man contributes his labour mental and physical, with the aid advice and consent of 

nature he builds culture to render more effective his production efforts and to lessen the impact of 

resistances; he discovers new ways and invents new arts; his aspirations furnish aim and purpose. As 

beneficiary he enjoys the advantages of advancing civilization.” He also said that “Man is predestined to 

be the director, planer and aspirer”. 

 If man and nature are the causes, culture or the end product is the effect. Culture is, thus, called 

the joint product of man and nature. Nature and man are the two most important inputs, the output will be 

culture. Technological development. Scientific advancement, industrial boom, agrarian practice, jointly 

shape culture. All human activities are, directly or indirectly influenced by cultural practice, which varies 

distinctly from plea to plea. Culture is not static and neither is it confined to a particular place. The 

economic development of a region is greatly influenced by its culture.  

 Man-Land ratio takes into account all the human qualities bearing on productivity and all the 

environmental aspects – both natural and cultural – affecting they availability of resources. A high 

population density may indicate over-population; but even a region with a low population density may be 

over – populated.  

 E. Huntington has divided the economic acts of man into four classes known material needs, main 

occupation, Efficiency and higher needs and Economic activities of man depend upon the progress of 

civilization.  

 Resources we discuss the distribution of all kinds of organic and inorganic matter, resources a activities, 

institution customs, capability and the various means of livelihood. Agriculture and trade are the chief means of 

livelihood. So the resources has three stages based on productivity and development of culture and raw materials. 

 Primary Production or sometimes also called primary occupation where man have direct relation to the 

production-chief of which are: Agriculture, Pasturing, Lumbering, Fishing, Mining hunting etc.  

 Secondary occupation is th4e occupation where man modified the original product such as paper and pulp 

is the modified form of forest, bridge or pig iron is the product of raw Iron etc.  

 The third occupation is called Tertiary occupation. With the help of the tertiary occupation we changed 

or modified the first and secondary occupation such as banking, transport facilities or skilled labors etc. all changed 
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the form of first occupation and secondary occupation. Shows the development of occupational cycles from 

primary occupation to Tertiary occupation.  

 Therefore, study all the economic activities of main and how human activities are controlled by 

environment. If analyses, from the economics point of view, the areas of produce resources, their conditions and 

their transport and utility, while all the important economic functions of man are studied in economics. In 

economics we take up such basic subjects as production, consumption, exchange, money or banking and taxation 

etc.  

 On the surface of the earth man, for supplying his needs, uses forest wealth, minerals, soil and animal 

resources and changes their shape. For supplying his needs man changes the shape of natural landscapes. 

Secondary and main produce is obtained by the use of forest resources, minerals are mined for the manufacture 

of machines and their parts. This is the example of Secondary occupation.  
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Landscape Approach to study Human Geography 

 

The terms “landscapes,” “landscape approaches” and “integrated landscape management,” among 

similar “landscape-focused” terminology, underpin much of the discourse in contemporary 

research, donor and development circles related to conservation, agriculture and other land uses. 

The eminent landscape designer Geoffrey Jellicoe defined the “landscape of man” as an 

“environment that has been shaped and managed by human activity.” Given the extensive human 

footprint, there are very few landscapes globally that have not been influenced by our ourselves 

and our brethren. Living in the anthropogenic epoch, as we are, our landscapes are very much the 

living representation of our civilization in various forms. 

In short, the landscape approach as it relates to conservation, agriculture and other land 

uses seeks to address the increasingly complex and widespread environmental, social and political 

challenges that transcend traditional management boundaries. It is not prescriptive, deterministic 

or soloed in disciplines. It requires multi-and inter-disciplinarily, defying definition and 

characterization. Perhaps the compelling nature of the landscape approach is that, in defying 

definition, it can, and should be, an overarching principle of concept and implementation rather 

than the retreat into the compartmentalization and order that we all seem to strive for. 

The plethora of terms is both confusing and yet pervasive. As such, an agreed 

understanding on what such “landscape approaches” represent conceptually or actually look like 

on the ground remains elusive. 

However, and somewhat surprisingly, popular reaction to the publication of this loose 

framework primarily focused on specificity rather than the broader framework itself. Responses 

ranged from, “what is a landscape?” to “where are these principles being practiced?” to “which 

landscapes are being sustainably managed?” 

As credible and valid as such questioning is, enquiries within our own (i.e. the research 

environmental and development) community to categorize and compartmentalize the concept of 

landscapes for ease of understanding is arguably an extension of our need for order, systems and 

process. Yet the landscape approach is anything but orderly. It is more a case of muddling through 

and being flexible enough to adapt to change, and integrating multiple objectives for the best 

possible benefits. 
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There may be no widely agreed definition for “landscape approach”, but there is a strong 

consensus on what it means, and also on its power and potential for tackling some of the most 

crucial research issues of our times, including climate change, sustainable development, natural 

resource management, poverty alleviation, food security and human welfare. 

The Landscape Approach is about balancing competing land use demands in a way that is 

best for human well-being and the environment. It means creating solutions that consider food and 

livelihoods, finance, rights, restoration and progress towards climate and development goals. 
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